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God's Post-Eden Plan for Humanity 
Our Heavenly Father and God Almighty provided humanity w/our sacred Holy Scriptures (i.e. The Bible, passed 

down through the ages; remains among the most published & widely read works even today), which was necessary in a post-

Eden world so earth's inhabitants would know that God Almighty – is the very God of Abraham, Isaac and 

Jacob.  Thus, the Bible opens in Genesis (OT written in Hebrew) with Creation and a story of Forbidden Fruit 

(perhaps the most important lesson for earth's inhabitants today), which leads to the Fall of Man (i.e. Original Sin) when 

Adam & Eve indulge in the Tree of Knowledge once blinded by trickery and deception (the very tactics being used 

today by world leaders to deceive the masses as we near the end-time tribulation).  Nearly 4000 years (and several kingdoms) 

later, the age-old system of social order and control - based largely upon Roman Pantheism (worship of 'sun, 

moon, stars', planets, constellations) and Greeko-Roman mythology - is shaken to its foundation w/the birth and 

sacrifice of God Almighty’s precious and only begotten Son, Jesus Christ of Nazareth, which not only splits the 

calendar in two as Christianity begins to take hold, but also leaves Rome's grip on society in tatters as they 

scramble to shore up losses (effectively adding insult to injury after crucifying our Messiah) by switching Sunday from 

the 1st day of the week to the last day (7th day, previously Saturday) in honor of their sun god, Helios.  In fact, 

this is the very reason ‘Sunday’ is referred to as the lord's day even today, which is followed by Moonday 

(Monday). 

 

Today, some 2000 years after Jesus’ death, the Bible closes in the Book of Revelation w/humanity on the 

brink, and - not surprisingly - another story of forbidden fruit as we approach the 'Global Mandate' (i.e. forced 

idol worship) and 'Universal Deity' of the end-time tribulation.  All those on this path who reject the forbidden 

fruit of this 'NEW' social order and accept Jesus Christ of Nazareth as their personal Lord & Savior will 

receive salvation and eternal life as their reward. 

 

Humanity's Global End-Time Agenda (i.e. Globalism) 
On this path, Super Powers unite under the guise of security amid the distraction of terrorism and climate 

change to advance Globalism's 'New World Order' (NWO; birth of which occurred w/the fall of the Berlin Wall at the 

behest of Pope John Paul, 1989), which is largely based upon what is now considered an international, Roman Latin 

motto, 'out of many, one' (E Pluribus Unum); meaning:  One World, One Society (mono-culture), One Economy, 

One Religious Order (global decree; forced idol worship of Rome's pagan 'holy trinity' where their sun god, Helios, is called 

lord) and One System of World Governance. 

 

Here (present-day), World Leaders - both political (European, Western, etc.) and religious (Church of Rome, Church of 

England, etc.) - are converging on what will become the 'Universal Deity' and 'Forbidden Mark' (i.e. Symbol of 
Rome's pagan 'holy trinity'; based upon their 'Greek' Monogram 'IHS' and its images, which are already in play to honor 'the gods', 

Iuppiter (Latin for Jupiter), Helios (Greeko-Roman; Apollo, if Greek), and the Greek moon goddess, Selene) in Rome's final 

attempt to erase our Lord & Savior from the ethos of history and establish a 'NEW' system of world gov't 

w/Rome's Holy See (, 'all seeing eye') as the reigning seat of power, once again.  Of course, this is largely the 

reason Europe was a complete mess throughout history, including the last century, which you will promptly be 

expected to forget in the not-so-distant future. 

 

Thus, and not unlike the Biblical account of Eden, the use of trickery and deception to enforce Social Order 

(Unity) and Control (Enslave) will result in the greatest fraud and largest transfer of power in the history of 

mankind as the 'NWO' is simply an elaborate scheme to revive the age-old Roman system of pantheism, 



plutocracy, feudal aristocracy, and religious order (forced, not freedom) to ensure wealth, power, social order, 

knowledge and civil control remain at Rome's pinnacle. 

 

All those who partake in this end-time agenda (even unknowingly, so beware of trickery & deception) and pledge an 

alliance to this 'NWO' by accepting ('in the right hand, or forehead') its Forbidden Fruit (i.e. Rome's pagan 'holy 

trinity' Symbol, which is based upon what they have dubbed a 'Monogram for Christ' to deceive the masses) will become 

enslaved to Rome's end-time agenda and receive eternal damnation as their final reward upon death (in the very 

last place you would ever want to find yourself). 

 

Final Countdown 
The 6000-year Creation Story drew to a close w/the fall of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent rise of 

Globalism, which places Germany's last kingdom (i.e. 'forth head', or Reich) in its 33rd year as of 2022.  As such, we 

are well into what could be the Bible's last 40-year transition period in which the tribulation is set to 

commence perhaps sometime in the Leopard's (i.e. Germany's) 33rd year of freedom once a peace agreement 

with Israel is in place. 

 

Thus, and in addition to Revelation's end-time symbolism (Lion = UK, Leopard = Germany, Bear = Russia, Horned Beast = 

EU Super State, Land Beast = 'Land-locked' Regional Power), the Bible also uses recurring patterns to mark, or 

delineate, time.  In fact, nearly every pivotal moment in the Bible is delineated by a space of time equal to 40 

(e.g. 40 days & nights, years, etc.) to announce the end of something old and to trumpet the beginning of something 

new, which is the very reason we are told that our precious Lord & Savior was crucified at the seemingly young 

age of 33 as we may now simply subtract the tribulation period (i.e. 7 years) from this 40-year transition period 

to arrive at a timeline (after identifying the pivotal, 'fatal wound that was healed' milestone spoken of in Revelation for end-

time inhabitants). 

 

Too, and although many in this world have lost sight of the fact that we are still living in Biblical times (albeit, 

near the end), the pivotal moment for humanity in recent history was the Leopard's 'Freedom from Captivity' 

as Israel's 'Freedom from Captivity' was also marked by a 40-year period (lost in the desert before they could 

embrace their homeland, if you recall), which serves as a stark reminder, or sign-post, so that end-time inhabitants 

would recognize this pattern and understand its significance after Germany's brutal anti-Semitic campaign 

against the Jewish people not quite so long ago.  This reversal of fortune for Israel's chief Holocaust 

aggressor and World War proponent is the 'fatal wound that was healed' for all the world to see and hear 

as that Wall came down on November 09, 1989, sounding the alarm bells on the world stage for what is 

perhaps the last and final 40-year transition period (i.e. ending in late 2029) before Israel will finally be able to 

embrace their Messiah. 

 

True, and although we shall know neither the day, nor hour, of our Messiah's return, praise God Almighty for 

not leaving us completely in the dark on this issue as we may now say w/certainty that the tribulation itself will 

most likely commence in the Leopard's 33rd year of freedom, which is set to take place in 2022. 

 

Forbidden Fruit       - grab the flyer for church, or office:  www.docdroid.net/1K2XvAX 

Finally, do not take communion, or attend any church, using Rome's 'Greek' monogram 'IHS', which the Romans 

claim stands for our Lord & Savior, but in reality, is the hallmark sign of their pagan gods, Iuppiter (Jupiter; Zeus 

if Greek), Helios (Rome’s ‘helical’ sun god borrowed from Greek), and Selene (Greek moon goddess now used by Rome, along 

w/their goddess, Luna, but still of Greek origin, nonetheless).  In fact, the very origin of monograms themselves may be 

traced back to ancient Greece, which was sacked by the Romans during their reign well before the calendar 

was cleaved in two.  Thus, society remains steeped in Greeko-Roman mythology (e.g. astrology, zodiac signs, etc.) 

even today as the age-old adage, 'all roads lead to Rome', is still very much alive and well w/their beloved Pantheon 

(i.e. temple of 'the gods', which predates their crucifixion of our Lord & Savior) very much intact and well preserved for an 

end-time revival of their pagan gods in what will be a last-ditch effort to 'blot out the very name' of our Messiah. 

 

Not surprisingly, however, humanity's own account of history has left the world brimming w/the very relics 

mentioned throughout Scriptures.  From the sun* and fertility gods** of Egypt to the golden statues of 

ancient days (e.g. read Babylon's OT account for a glimpse of Revelation's 'idol worship' prophecy woe), civilizations have 

http://www.docdroid.net/1K2XvAX


routinely used images of their pagan gods, along w/symbolism & rituals, to enforce Social Order (Unity) and 

Control (Enslave).  Thus, Rome's 'Greek' Monogram for Christ will be in much of the same fashion complete 

w/images of their gods and goddesses using hand-gestures (i.e. right hand used to signal Zeus(6)/Iuppiter(9) w/thumb & 

index finger extended ( l|... ) for six (while using remaining fingers for nine whether closed, or clutching some type of symbolic 

object); left hand will be used to signal Selene using fingers:  \||/ (overtly), or ^**^ (subtly, using fingertips as if over edge of 

book)), along w/crowning adornments about the head, or neckline for Helios(7), as a symbolic manifestation (i.e. 

image) of their pagan trinity, which will culminate in a 'Universal Deity' of forced idol worship during the 

tribulation. 

 

As such, this 'Monogram for Christ', commonly referred to as 'I7S' (Greek alphabet; 'Universal Deity' will have this 

format, too, including large bronze objects in verdigris green the world over) by both intellects and those w/in the ‘ivory 

towers’, is perhaps its own proclamation of being a fraud as ancient Grecian monograms predate Christ's time on 

earth.  More importantly, the monogram uses Iuppiter, which is distinctly Roman.   However, the most profound 

and significant clincher to date is the fact that this monogram is a spot-on match to Revelation's numerical 

account for the end-time Mark using an ancient Greek [GK] method of counting, no less, which is likely the very 

reason NT Scriptures were penned in Greek as the Bible routinely uses pointers and also patterns to ensure 

end-time inhabitants would not be so easily deceived. 

 

At last, and in an epic plot-twist befitting our King of Kings & Lord of Lords, Jesus Christ of Nazareth, it is 

the Greeks that will be victorious on this occasion as the ancient Greeks had an ancient method of counting 

that was well known when NT Scriptures were written (i.e. 'let those that understand count 'his' name) and that 

formula exposes Rome, its end-time agenda, their pagan (monogram-based) Symbol of the 'holy trinity', and 

their ‘Universal Deity’ for what it is, which follows:  Twice (Sum of Alphabet, A thru Z)  Minus (Sum of IHS), 

which equals 2(351) - (9 + 8 + 19) = (702 - 36) = 666  (watch those hexagons in triplicate!) 

 

ROME'S PAGAN 'HOLY TRINITY' 
& 'GREEK' Monogram for Christ 

IHS 

IS SIX HUNDRED & SIXTY-SIX 
 

Note:  The formula uses ‘twice’ the sum of the English alphabet (i.e. end-time Beast will have 'the mouth of a 

Lion'; meaning English-speaking) as the monogram is a hybrid, which requires a separate count for the Roman 

gods and then another count for the Greek portion of the monogram.  Rome's ‘Supreme Man-god' will most 

likely have a name that calculates to this number, or perhaps the sum of IHS, which is 36.  And, just for 

kicks (as you will see for yourself) every effort has been made to hide their duplicity in plain sight right under 

your nose and this primer would certainly be remiss for failing to point out the very fact that 9, 8, 19 is, in 

fact, 1989 in reverse, which is not by mere coincidence and it would be a folly to believe otherwise as 

these things are often disguised in this way.  In fact, plain sight examples of Rome’s pagan trinity can be 

found in white statues of royalty and pivotal religious figures holding and ORB, or BOX, in their right hand, 

which is certainly a bellwether of what has really been going on, unnoticed, if you can believe that! 

 

*   explains the ‘red dot’ phenomenon in both Indian culture & Western Society (i.e. business, industry) 

** male genitalia implied here, as this is the basis of Rome’s pagan trinity (e.g. 2 balls, 1 bat; 2 fist pumps and 

     1 reveal (as in rock, paper, scissors, etc.); often disguised as 21, Y, forked stick, serpent tongue, etc.)) 

 

~ may want to avoid buying products using 6-sided patterns & logos when displayed as a trio ~ 

 

     

 

 

 



 

Tribulation Bootcamp 
Right Here, Right Now 

 

Revelation's Forbidden Fruit … 

‘Let no man be deceived such were Adam & Eve as 
there will be a Global Decree causing all to receive a 

Symbol conceived marking all as a Deed in an 
elaborate scheme designed to pay tribute to Rome's 

pagan trinity’; aka ‘Tri-Star’ (e.g. a trio of stars ***) 

 

Present-day (Autumn 2022) - tri-star often disguised as a ‘greater-than’ sign (e.g. >  (2 stems, 1 point)) 

The end-time tribulation will signal the final few years (i.e. 84 months) of man's reign on earth, which will most 

likely commence in the Leopard's (i.e. Germany's) 33rd year of 'Freedom from Captivity' (i.e. 2022; perhaps) after 

a Peace Agreement w/Israel is in place.  The Great Tribulation will occur 42 months thereafter once Rome's 

Supreme Man-god (i.e. Anti-Christ) is revealed proclaiming to be Israel's Messiah.  This period will also last 42 

months and be punctuated by Germany's trademark, draconian style:  trick-by-fire (mainstream media will sell it as 

a 'miracle from Heaven') and purge-by-blood, which will be like the Holocaust, but on steroids for those 'separatists' 

rejecting Rome's pagan trinity and blasphemous symbols. 

 

Thus, the end-time Mark is simply a sign, or symbol, used to establish identity & designate as belonging to a 

group (i.e. social order, sect), which in this case, will be used to segregate (e.g. starting w/economic sanctions, then by 

'elimination' once the Great Tribulation gets underway) all those unwilling to receive The Mark and accept the end-

time mandate by Rome's Supreme Man-god of forced idol worship of their pagan 'holy trinity' & 'Universal Deity'.  

All those who accept this end-time social order and receive The Mark (i.e. Symbol of Rome's 'pagan trinity'; google 

'trinity church', or 'Church of the Holy Trinity' for a visual of their flag and triquetrae symbol) will become enslaved to the 

end-time Beast (i.e. Lion, Leopard, etc.), and their Supreme Man-god, before receiving death as their final reward 

at tribulation's end w/complete and total separation from our precious Lord & Savior, Jesus Christ of 

Nazareth, which will be for all of eternity in the very last place you would ever want to find yourself (w/out 

even a remote chance of quenching your tongue). And, this is perhaps the reason we experience physical pain here on 

Earth as it may very well be meant to serve as a 'deterrent', or reminder, if you will. 

 

Here is what you will want to avoid: 
The Mark 

The Mark is an official Symbol by the Church of Rome used as a symbolic representation of their pagan 'holy 

trinity', which will have a trio of almond-like shapes in a pinwheel fashion (e.g. Celtic knot, triquetrae symbol), or 

some variation thereof to honor 'the gods' (e.g. some churches use a cross and a double flame superimposed over a lunar-

like disk). 

The Name 
The end-time Mark is based upon the individual names of their pagan 'holy trinity', including Iuppiter, Helios, 

and Selene  (pronounced Si-lean-y) using Rome's 'Greek' monogram 'ihs' (usually displayed in lower case), which is 

blasphemous to our Lord & Savior because it has been dubbed a 'Monogram for Christ' by The Church of Rome to 

deceive the masses in their last-ditch effort to remove our precious Lord & Savior from the pages of history 

(yes, you are expected to ignore the real 'inconvenient truth', which is the very fact that the Bible cites all the 

names of our Lord & Savior, but no monogram!) 

 

 



 
The Number 

The numerical account given to us in Revelation is for the express purpose of calculating a match (i.e. 'let those 

that understand count 'his' name') using an ancient Greek method of counting that was well known when NT 

Scriptures were penned (in Greek, no less), which is still very much in use today by intellects and those w/in the 

ivory corridors of power.  Thus, and for this monogram, which is a hybrid, the formula is:  Twice (Sum of A thru 

Z) Minus (Sum of I, H, S) = 2(351) - 36 = 666.  As you can see, Rome's 'Monogram for Christ' is a spot-on match to 

Revelation's numerical account for the end-time Beast, which also provides us w/a significant, symbolic figure 

(i.e. number) that lies at the heart of this 'Cult of Zeus' phenomenon encircling the globe and that number is 

36 (i.e. the sum of IHS).  In fact, every attempt has been made to mask the use of Rome's pagan 'Greek' monogram 

using the subtle interplay between both the English & Greek alphabets, which they delight in placing as 

'acronyms' right under your nose, including: 
 

HIS, HIM, MIX, XVZ, SIX, GFC, RXR, HAM, MAD, RIB, CHI* 
              obvious ex: Rail Road crossing <-|    |-> biblical ex: Bear w/RIB 

*blasphemous '384' 'chill' (CHI w/double LL) hand-signal:  ||xl  (common w/monastery images using first two 

fingers extended for three, thumb & ring finger touching to form eight w/pinky up for four; you may also want to avoid 

those who praise ‘HIS’ name, or praise ‘HIM’, if these statements are never qualified w/the name  Jesus Christ) 

 

The Anti-Christ 
As cited w/in Revelation, the Anti-Christ (i.e. Rome's Supreme Man-god) will also have a name totaling the same 

number mentioned in the Bible, or to the SUM of Rome's pagan 'Monogram for Christ' (just in case you miss their 

brazen, trick-by-fire 'miracle event' while the man is professing to be Israel's Messiah).  Thus, you may want to avoid using 

that name, as well, including anything he represents when the time comes. 

 
The Takeaway 

The sad reality of it all is that these things will not magically appear once the tribulation commences as they 

are already in place (and have been for quite some time).  In fact, it makes no difference if you are Atheist, 

Christian, Jewish, Muslim, or just a staunch patriot, Rome's agenda has been in play since the sacrifice of our 

Lord & Savior and you may be assured that they have defiled something for everyone w/their 'Cult of Zeus' 

symbolism.  From the symbols of 'the gods' on your favorite protein bar to the blasphemous, Gluten-Free, label 

(i.e. lunar-like, circular disk) on your favorite cereal box, these acronyms & images are so pervasive in today's world 

there is very little you can buy, consume, enjoy, take part in, or watch that is devoid of this type of symbolism 

as Rome's end-time agenda now permeates all walks of life the world over (e.g. business, entertainment, gov't, 

commerce, even Christendom).  And, to make matters worse (as if to thumb their nose at humanity like a joke), these 

acronyms & images are right under your nose (if you care to open your eyes and take notice) as the world converges 

on Rome's 'holy trinity' & 'Universal Deity'. 

 

Each component of Rome’s 'Greek' monogram also uses symbols, numbers, colors, astronomical signs & visual 

cues to disguise their trio (using format below; Santa’s ‘hat of colors’ often reversed for the Pope, who wears 

white): 

 

         WHITE                                           RED         WHITE 

  (star, disk, stripe, cross) (STAR, DISK, STRIPE, CROSS, etc.)        (star, disk, stripe, cross) 
 

O  Iuppiter    I 9; 6(Zeus; 33, CC) Z, F, 6-pt '*', hexagon; 4(Jupiter) D,,  (elongated diamond) 

X  HELIOS   H 8; , + (red target, cross),  (helical twist: propeller, X (crossed swords, etc.)), ‘G’ 7, J 10 

O  Selene      S 19;  (Sigma, all variations: crescent swoosh, 8/18 ['8-pointed' star, 

                        cross, asterisk-like image, octagon]), 11(Luna) 

 



^-> OX-O (pronounced just like the popular kitchen gadgets) is referred to as a 'double-O' (e.g. 007, double mint gum, 

etc.) where the Roman Numeral (RN) 'X', or 10 may be replaced w/ any letter [or corresponding number, favorites 

include 7, 24], pertaining to their sun gods' names, which may be used in any order, or combination of letters 

listed in the Summary below, including:  A[1], B[2], C, ‘G’[7], H[8], J[10], P[16], Eng X[24].  Popular ‘X-MEN’ 

acronyms include: OGO, BOO, 6CC, COD, EGG, GOO, OO7, GOD, SOL, OMG, DXP, HOH, ROC, IXI 

     |-> ex: coloring eggs for spring goddess, Easter (BUNNY=76) 

 

Here, you can see just how they have defiled something for everyone, including GOD, the Almighty title (and 

number) of our precious Heavenly Father & Creator.  Too, and not unlike ancient days where civilizations were 

built around a walled fortress, today's modern society has discretely been built around this pagan 'Greek' 

monogram of Rome's pagan 'holy trinity' where ‘X’ replaces Christ in XMAS and Santa (anagram of Satan) replaces 

our Savior.  In fact, many of the blasphemous, monogram-like acronyms used to mask Rome's pagan trinity have 

their own images and symbols commonly used in both fabric prints and decor patterns, which is a clear 

indication that your modern-day lifestyle is rife with these images and patterns, including both the abode and 

wardrobe (e.g. the French fleur-de-lis is simply a stylized I & H that has been superimposed w/the stem of I (i.e. , elongated 

diamond) between H to create their coveted Sigma sign (top of image, once formed) for Selene, thus completing the trio of 

Rome's 'Greek' monogram in image form.)  Therefore, you may want to avoid symbols for I, H, & S (note: Rome’s 

pagan monogram is often replaced w/a trio of crosses, or stripes in the above format, which is a sure sign that the Romans 
attempted to sacrifice our precious Lord & Savior to the goddess of Spring considering the corresponding holiday bears her name 

on our calendar, even today), as well as acronyms & images based upon this pagan monogram (e.g. athletic wear, or 

anything in media, is usually paying tribute to Rome's pagan trinity whether using a trio of the same image in their logo, or 

marketing campaign, or just a single component of the monogram (e.g.  i-DU, 4U, DUmoore, and k-songs). 

 

Bootcamp Summary   - learn to view letters as numbers & vice versa (e.g. TV, 2022) 

Almost all of the Greeko-Roman gods and goddesses have been cast in bronze & pewter, carved in stone, 

etched in relief, sketched on paper and painted on canvas in some form, or fashion, throughout the ages, which 

fill the world's museums and cathedrals even today.  Thus, the 'Universal Deity' of the end-time tribulation will 

also be in the same manner whereby a god, or goddess is employed in a larger-than-life figure (e.g. statues, 

monuments, etc.) to pay tribute to Rome's pagan 'holy trinity' using a combination of hand-signals (usually quite 

subtle), along w/coronation-like adornments about the head, or neckline, as a symbolic gesture of their pagan 

trinity.  In fact, these [Greeko-Roman] mythological signs, numbers, letters and images permeate nearly 

everything in today's global era (even modern-day logos & images - many of which are a spot-on variant of Rome's pagan 

'holy trinity' - especially when displayed in the form of a monogram, or acronym).  Therefore, and when it comes to end-

time symbolism, you will need to be able to recognize Greeko-Roman imagery and identify exactly what the 

imagery symbolizes, which may be achieved by learning how to count in mythological terms:  count leaves on a 

wreath used as hair ornamentation, kernels and petals on a stalk of grain or flower piece (used in logos and official 

symbols), gemstones and trinkets about the neckline, or garment, anything w/points representing a coronation-

like adornment in both sculpture and art (e.g. points on a cross, head dressing, star, asterisk-like symbol, even points of 

light on a stage for a visual performance as many 'Christian' events are now hosted by bait-n-switch Zeusangelists) as well as 

stars & stripes used in official pieces of symbolism and imagery. 

 

Then, you may simply tally the sum and identify a number to determine whether it is (1) Apollo [A, hand signal 

using index finger up], (2) Baal [B, Phoenician sun and fertility god used in Biblical times], (4) Jupiter [D, pinky finger up 

(just like the Brits like)], (5) Venus [E, thumb; RN V ], (6) Zeus [F, GK 'Z'; thumb & index finger extended (or touching, as if 

to signal 'OK')], (7) Helios [ ‘G’ (used in place of GK ‘ETA’, which uses a silent H, as in hour) ‘G’ is also a popular sports drink)); 

thumb & middle fingertip touching], (8, 18) Selene [both numbers are Greek, Sigma 'S' (may substitute English H, R & S for 

Greek letter Tau 'T' (not explained here); most common way to signal Selene:  \||/  (may also signal w/thumb, index & middle 

finger extended ( l||.. ) for Selene & Helios together as digits not extended = 7)], (9) Iuppiter [I, signaling Zeus works for both 

as fingers not extended total 9], (11) Luna (GK 'L' w/thumb, index, middle & ring fingers extended; K English]. 

 

 

 



Number 36            - often disguised as ‘CF’, 66, G6, 88, 10 4, A4, 47, HALO 

This 'Cult of Zeus' number is almost always displayed, with the first digit represented as a series of stripes 

(similar to an E, but w/out the stem, or often the English letter 'C' will be substituted), which is their very subtle way of 

referencing the third Greek letter 'Gamma', or 'G' more specifically, for the corresponding (7th) letter of the 

English alphabet.  This is then converted back to the Greek tongue using the seventh letter 'eta', or 'H' (as in 

Helios), which is almost always done in this way to mask their deception.  Thus, the 'Cult of Zeus' summation of 

'IHS' in this fashion always translates to 'GF', meaning Helios(7, red)/Zeus(6, white) (often disguised as Two-
Star (e.g. // , DC, or sometimes just 76; obvious ex: Union 76, Home of 76ers; 14 (N,  1st & 4th finger extended)). 

 

Double Trouble     Four-Star ***  * (quatrefoil, xoxo, /// /),  Five-Star ***** (*,, 32, W, / /// /) 

Oddly enough, and when it comes to imagery and symbolism, it will serve you well if you can wrap your head 

around the fact that these items, whether official (or taken from a Biblical story for secular use), usually have a 

double, or hidden meaning, if you care to look beyond what you have been led to believe your entire life.  A 

simple example (albeit not a sculpture or work of art) is when you read the phrase, 'in the year of our Lord', which 

is almost always used to reference their pagan sun gods (even when used in Christendom, these days).  And, for 

those of us that don’t live at the North Pole, you may refer to santa’s color chart previously cited the next 

time you are waving a flag, enjoying a candy cane, or walking past a twisting Barber Pole as you are now privy to 

not only where those stripes originate, but just how they permeate all aspects of our modern-day culture (and 

calendar, which explains why you may now have your honey baked HAM spiral sliced for easter). 

 

The following are examples of blasphemous images & acronyms: 

Selene Pak 8 (see how pack has been shortened to 3 letters?) 

    
   AXE     I1H  I1L  154    SOS   F1O    HXO       ITE (volute '~' scroll on top of ‘T’ = 6, 9; often used in prints & patterns) 

   |> avoid mass on Ash Wednesday to avoid Roman + on forehead  

Luna Pak 11  (Note: Helios often disguised as +, &, or ‘helical’ twist; 4-star as lightning bolt; 5-star as W [23]) 

❖            
     42X    Zodiac 1        84H    DXP     IX 2    I 7 S        OO8      9OO    OXO   R36 (sigma tips) 

         ^-> Rome's MARK uses a similar trio-like pattern of intersecting almond-shaped ellipses  

    1 <:> touch points not a sign of the cross, but a pagan gesture mimicking the zodiac's solar events (equinox, solstice), 

             which predates the crucifixion of our precious Savior and this is where Rome’s pagan cross (+, red cross) originates 

    2 Zeus' asterisk:  I+X=33 (Eng tongue; claim it stands for Jesus Christ, but Alpha + Omega = 25, not the age 

             they crucified our Messiah; may also want to pitch the 'fish' w/all 'the gods' in Greek) 

 

Speaking of double trouble, there is a final twist designed to further complicate the ‘Double-O ‘format 

described earlier using a variety of methods to hide Rome’s pagan trinity, or ‘Tri-Star’ in plain sight (e.g. U D, K D, 

which is usually printed on the packaging of most food items, including boxed staple goods).  In fact, the most common 

include monograms & their images, geometric patterns (e.g. hexagon, especially if nested), tri-color flags (Germany, 

Russia), fleur-de-lis images, as well as any combination of stars, stripes, bars (lll), semi-circles, dots, disks 

(domes) and asterisk when displayed as a trio, which is why food and décor items are usually presented this way 

(e.g. three squares a day, three candles, triple aces, 888, xXx, oOo, FFF, etc.)  Ah, but the real catch in this triple threat 

tryst is that Tri-Star is often disguised as ‘Four-Star’ to mask Rome’s duplicity all while paying tribute to 

their favorite ‘Morning-Star’ goddess, Venus (aka Lucifer, which explains the world’s love affair w/Aphrodite, secular 

sexism, reptiles, snake, etc.) and then again w/ ‘Five-Star’ as a double mask (i.e. the five ‘golden’, or Olympian 

rings)  

 



 

when both Venus and her ‘Evening-Star’, Vesper, are added to Rome’s pagan love triangle.  And, with that, as 

Paul Harvey liked to say, now you know the rest of the story. 

 

QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

So, what's at stake for me? 

Your soul, quite literally, which has been bought and paid for w/the sacrifice of our precious Lord & Savior.  

You, however, must now choose between God’s precious and only begotten Son, or a life living for 'self'; the 

latter of which will require accepting the end-time Mark once the tribulation begins in just a few short years 

(exactly what Rome is counting on in what will be their final attempt 'to put the genie back in the bottle' and close the chapter on 

our precious Messiah, Jesus Christ). 

 

Bear in mind, however, that the overarching objective of Rome's end-time agenda is to erase our Lord & Savior 

from the very pages of history using trickery and deception to revive their age-old, Roman system of 

paganism in what will be the final attempt to harvest your soul (and the souls of the masses) while we are still 

living (via their 'global mandate').  This is nothing short of a preemptive strike to deplete the future kingdom of 

our Lord & Savior as the Anti-Christ's 'Global Mandate' will attempt to force everyone into receiving The 

Mark at the very moment the world's population is set to explode in exponential growth.  In fact, this 

elaborate scheme is specifically designed to permanently block your name from ever being written in the 

'Lambs Book of Life' before you even have a clue that Salvation is yours for the asking w/our precious Lord 

& Savior, Jesus Christ of Nazareth. 

 

So, what's required of me to avoid making the same mistake Adam & Eve made? 
Several steps, actually, which include: (Greek alphabet used here; 1-11): 

 

alpha) Accepting Jesus Christ of Nazareth as your personal Lord & Savior (and meaning it). 

beta) Reading and sharing NT Gospels to become more acquainted w/our Lord & Savior and also our Creator 

& Heavenly Father (Jesus's father). 

gamma)  Connecting w/a small Christian church for growth (may want to avoid cathedral-like settings w/all 

their pagan imagery & repeated calls to 'come home'). 

delta)  Sharing your salvation story w/others so they may also accept Jesus Christ of Nazareth as their 

 personal Lord & Savior. 

epsilon) Refusing The Mark and all that it stands for in all of its various forms (mega-churches and most of 

 Christian TV/Radio are already plugged into the bait-n-switch agenda of the end-time). 

zeta) Learning to 'de-code' what you are seeing to avoid being duped before the tribulation begins. 

eta) Rejecting Rome's pagan trinity and removing its images & acronyms from your home, & life. 

theta) Learning to recognize letters as numbers, dates, and vice versa; phrases also used in a trio format as a 

tribute to their pagan trinity (HSH: Home Sweet Home, OCT: Oh Christmas Tree, RIP: Rest in 

Peace, TOT: Trick or Treat, TOE: Torch of Enlightenment, FFF: Fabulous Foodie Favorites). 

iota) Beginning an earnest, heart-felt quest to communicate w/our Heavenly Father & our Lord & Savior 

starting right now so that your faith will grow stronger w/each day. 

kappa)  Boycotting businesses that insist upon placing these images & acronyms on their packaging and 

products while preparing, now, for economic sanction after refusing the end-time Mark (e.g. get out of 

debt, sell the toys, build a rainy-day fund, prepare for a life w/out an income, heat, electric, and the 

ability to buy & sell, begin the process of stock-piling as we approach the tribulation). 

lambda)  Finally, and unlike Adam & Eve who were specifically told what was forbidden, no one will be tapping 

you on the shoulder prior to making the greatest mistake of your life (while standing in line for your 

new 'mandate ID', whether ink (invisible QR-like tattoo), or chip).  Thus, you will need to become 

adept in Greeko-Roman mythology along w/their method of hand-signaling 'the gods' to recognize end-

time imagery and cues, which may be accomplished by studying mid-century art and historical 

portraits. 

 
Content is dynamic and subject to change based upon author’s understanding; all rights reserved. 



Note: Germany’s unification didn’t occur until Oct. 1990 and may push back tribulation commencement to Fall of 2023 (as EU 

wasn’t ratified until 2009. Tri-star often disguised as festoon, U [21] w/color scheme often used as podium décor; 76 is 

often represented as yellow dot w/white crescent swoosh, ^ (with dot in center), red and white stripes, or checkered 

pattern; ‘double-O’, which is often disguised as ‘double-D’ (e.g. DD, 44, twin peaks, SS, TT, etc.), also the basis of most 

official seals and commercial logos. 4-star is often depicted in song as Tripoli, Tripoli, Triiiipoli … Triiiipoli, or in life as: 

booster, vaccine, booster … booster. 


